Frame For The Blues - p3 - BASS

F7sus4  F7b9  Bb6  Dbb  C7  Bb

THE FINE END, FINISHED DONE
FRAME for the BLUES
as recorded by MAYNARD FERGUSON on 'A Message From Newport' (Roulette SR-52012)

DRUMS

SLOW BLUES TPT. CASENZA AT Tempo BRASS

PLAY TIME to 6x

STRAIGHT AHEAD Double X

(rim shots)

Half X!

fill 5 more of time

TUTTI Still
FRAME for the BLUES
as recorded by MAYNARD FERGUSON on 'A Message From Newport' (Roulette SR-52012)

SOL0 TPT

composed & arranged by Slide Hampton
FRAME for the BLUES

as recorded by MAYNARD FERGUSON on 'A Message From Newport' (Roulette SR-52012)

composed & arranged by Slide Hampton

Trumpet II
FRAME for the BLUES
as recorded by MAYNARD FERGUSON on 'A Message From Newport' (Roulette SR-52012)

Tenor I

[Musical notation for the Tenor I part is shown here, including chord symbols and other musical notation elements.]

composed & arranged by Slide Hampton
Frame For The Blues - p.2

Baritone Sax
TROMBONE 1
Frame For The Blues - p.2

EbΔ  A♭7  D-7  FΔ  G-7  b13

C-7  C9(6)  C-7  F7#9  B♭Δ  G7  D07  C-7  F7

Doublex  7

HALFΔ  

CONTINUE 9VA

TROMBONE II
Frame for The Blues - p.2

TROMBONE III